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Introduction

As we march into the twenty-first century, there have been several new forces that have
revolutionised the world that we live in, culminating in a changing sense of social awareness
and an emerging sense of social responsibility. Along with this, the process of globalisation in
the corporate, political and social arenas is advancing, and this has had a great impact on the
people within these different arenas.

Globalisation has resulted in the dominance of power in the hands of several global key
players, creating big global brands and niche markets for the anointed few large corporate
players.2 This is particularly so in the economic sector where large multinational and
transnational corporations are becoming even bigger global industrial giants, thereby ousting
many small and medium-sized corporations, as well as eliminating local enterprises such as
indigenous cottage industries. At the same time, the globalisation process has also led global
players such as the WTO and the World Bank to play important roles in the creation and
distribution of wealth and aid to different parts of the world, resulting in extreme polarity of
wealth between the developed and the developing countries. This polarity of wealth is not
confined to developed versus developing countries. It is also affecting the rich and the poor
within the developed and developing countries with ever-increasing wealth gaps.3 As such,
many developing countries suffer from huge debts, which many have been unable to repay.
Compounding this are the issues of fair trade, environmental destruction, and the abuse and
violation of workers’ rights and freedom. In response to these various forms of social
inequality, the anti-globalisation movement has emerged that attempts to highlight the failure of
the world capitalist system and the globalisation process for creating a more equal and humane
society.4

Back home in Hong Kong and China, the rapid development has also resulted in great
income inequality between the rural and urban sectors as well as within the urban centres,
resulting in a high degree of rural-urban migration culminating in an ever-increasing floating
population. At the same time, there are other urgent problems that confront this region and that
the state is failing to take actions to remedy. For example, the environment, with deteriorating
air quality, encroaching desertification, energy shortage, etc., poses great problems for the
emerging economy. Other issues include press freedom, human rights, workers’ rights,
women’s rights, etc. The Chinese leaders are well aware of the challenges that they face on
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these matters and know that the present development path is not sustainable. The ‘harmonious
society’ slogan initiated is nothing other than a way to mobilise energies in this direction,
which explains the emphasis on qualitative instead of quantitative growth during the 11th 5-
Year Plan.

Hong Kong, as part of the developed world and now part of China, can be seen as an
interesting place to examine how globalisation is affecting people’s perceptions of the protest
movements that have emerged since the change of sovereignty in 1997.5 As a result of the
economic and political developments faced by Hong Kong, there is correspondingly a
heightened political and social consciousness among the Hong Kong people, who clamour for
more political participation. This has resulted in a proliferation of various political parties and
NGOs fighting for numerous issues, ranging from democracy and human rights to the
environment and better treatment of asylum seekers and mainland children and wives for
resettlement into Hong Kong. The extent to which this emerging protest space influences the
protest movements in China will be an interesting area to explore, but not within the space
allowed in this chapter. This is particularly so as China has, over the last 20 years, become
increasingly integrated into the global economy, with an influx of Hong Kong and foreign
personnel and ideology along with the massive foreign investments that have flowed into the
country.

When news of the Seattle anti-WTO and anti-globalisation demonstrations first broke out6,
it was received with muted interest in Asia. When the violence broke out during the Genoa
anti-globalisation protests in July 2001, fingers were pointed at differing groups of participants
– some at the protestors, others at the authorities. Yet for the majority in Asia, there was little
interest and muted silence. To many in this part of the world, the ideology embedded within the
anti-globalisation movement is simply beyond their comprehension. Why would university
students want to participate in protest movements against big MNCs that have made them
financially and economically comfortable? Why would they want to protest in favour of the
cancellation of Third World debts that are so remotely far away from their own existence?
These are but a few of the questions that Asians asked in their attempts to understand what this
movement stands for and why there is such fervent participation in the movements among
people of Western nations.

This chapter will examine how the NGOs and students in Hong Kong have responded to the
anti-globalisation protest movements and attempts to understand the apathy that surrounds them.

Research Methodology

This research is divided into two parts. The first was conducted from April to August 2002. A
questionnaire was issued to 1000 students from different faculties at the University of Hong
Kong, and a total of 843 questionnaires were received, making a total response of 84.3 per
cent. At the same time, key personnel from 10 NGOs were interviewed on the roles they
played in the anti-globalisation movement in Hong Kong and abroad. The primary aim of the
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questionnaire and interview was to investigate the extent to which students and NGOs
understand the issues surrounding the anti-globalisation movement and their participation in the
anti-globalisation protests that have rocked the corporate world. The second part of the
research involved observing the unfolding of the Sixth Ministerial Meeting of the World Trade
Organisation, held from 12 – 18 December 2005 in Hong Kong.

The Economic Basis of the Anti-Globalisation Protest Movement

Among academics and social movement watchers, the emerging global anti-globalisation
movement is represented by an array of shifting ideologies and social sub-structures that
attempt to subvert the emerging global structures and organisations. This is a response to the
process of globalisation and the emerging influence of large global corporations both within
the boundaries of the nation-states and on the global scene. The global structures are
represented by global capitalism and transnational political and economic organisations such
as the WTO, IMF and G7 groups of governments. At the superstructural level, globalisation
has resulted in a disproportionate distribution of wealth between the developed world and the
developing world. On a corporate level, it has resulted in global corporate giants whose
wealth exceeds that of the poorest national economies in Africa and other parts of the world. It
is to be noted here that the top 100 global corporations are far richer than the world’s 100
poorest nations. One of the key criticisms is the collusion between global corporations, the
transnational politico-economic organisations, and the governments that work in favour of the
big global corporations.

The process of globalisation has led to an increasing dependence by the developing
countries on the wealthy global corporations in terms of domestic production and employment,
and the heightened debt situations in all these countries. The penetration of global capitalism in
Third World developing countries has also resulted in the demise of the small and medium
local enterprises, or at best that these localised industries have been regarded as significant
only insofar as they were servicing the big global corporations. Thus, the national governments
of these countries have come under the ‘control’ of these big corporations which dictate terms
to them to eke out the best possible deal for themselves. Often one hears the argument from the
big bosses of these big corporations that they are accountable to their shareholders, therefore
justifying their economic and other forms of exploitation of the Third World developing
countries.

A related issue here is that of fair trade in these Third World countries, where much of the
local population is engaged in primary production. Big corporations, with their transnational
market links, have been able to depress the prices for the purchase of primary produce in these
countries, furthering the downward spiral of prices and leading to greater hardship for the
producers and workers in primary production. Fair trade here also includes the championing of
basic minimum wages, work environment, working conditions, abolition of child labour,
medical care, etc. It is common knowledge that in many of these countries, wages have been
pushed to the minimum, often less than one US$ per day, with long working hours, ten to
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twelve hours or more, and no proper medical care. Such working environments often result in
a high rate of industrial accidents that only come to light when news of accidents explodes on
the world scene. The Bhopal Chemical Explosion was one such incident.7

Origin and Representation of the Anti-Globalisation Movement

The origin of the anti-globalisation movement, which some would term ‘Peoples’ Global
Action’, can be traced back to the gathering of heads of state and ministers from different parts
to the 2nd Ministerial Conference of the World Trade Organisation in Geneva. At this
conference, while the heads of state were discussing global economic governance, there was a
gathering of people outside protesting free trade (Peoples’ Global Action Manifesto: 1). These
protesters came from different parts of the world to protest the impact of corporate dominance
on their localised social and economic environments. In the Geneva anti-globalisation
movement, protesters came from 71 countries (Peoples’ Global Action Manifesto: 1). Since
then, at all major economic summits and ministerial meetings, anti-globalisation protesters
have followed the trail. Their protests have captured the attention of world media and are
reported widely in print and in electronic media.

While the fight for economic equality, the abolition of Third World debts, better working
conditions and the abolition of child labour remain key issues in the anti-globalisation protest
movement, the movement has taken on a life of its own. It has diversified from its original goal
and moved to champion different social and political causes for different groups and
communities. While some of these causes are global, many are localised and target specific
communities or organisations. This shift in orientation is the result of the hybrid nature of the
protesters that gather in a spontaneous yet organised fashion to protest for their causes and
against various global economic giants and the governments who are seen to perpetuate and
accentuate the plights of those who are affected by these giants. In short, the various global
economic forums and ministerial meetings have now become focal points for the gathering of
protesters, who make known their concerns on various fronts to the world in a public way.

At the global economic forums, various groups have been seen staging protests outside the
venues of these global summits. Each group has its own agenda: there are groups that care
about the global economic inequality, the environment, human rights and universal suffrage,
press freedom, religious freedom, support for sexual and cultural diversity, gender and ethnic
equality, and actions against wars. What started as protests against economic inequality and
global corporate dominance has resulted in a reorientation of the aims and objectives, as well
as an expansion of the platform of the anti-globalisation movement. Along with the loosely
organised groups of individuals, there are now formal social, religious and political groups,
including, in particular, the various NGOs that come along to protest, each according to its own
agenda and action plan. This anti-globalisation movement is regarded as an important ‘Third
Force’, culminating in the rise of a transnational civil society where citizens of the world come
together to protest for common causes that cut across social, political and economic
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boundaries in the globalised world that we live in today.8

One of the aspects of the anti-globalisation protests was its non-violent, peaceful stance.
However, as the movement gathered momentum and as more protesters turned out at the major
economic forums, scuffles and violence inevitably have broken out, resulting in injuries and the
deaths of some protesters. This has happened when the governments of the nation-state hosting
the fora have brought out police and military personnel in full force to deal with essentially
unarmed populations of protesters. The Seattle and the Genoa anti-globalisation protest
marches witnessed the brutality of the police and military against unarmed civilians.

A second aspect of this protest movement is the expediency with which news is transmitted
through digital space. The ability of the various groups to make use of the new communication
devices has facilitated communication among the numerous grassroots organisations, allowing
them to forge alliances and march to the various global economic summits (Redden 2001: 1-8).
As such, the so-called Ragtag Alliance has now gathered much momentum, as diverse groups
semi-organised themselves under a broad affiliation to contest global corporate power.

A third aspect here is the manner in which the various protest groups, both local and
translocal, appropriate public spaces to champion their translocal causes. The ability to use
international fora and the associated public spaces to voice their localised needs and concerns
is a new phenomenon. Unlike the protests of earlier years, these groups have transcended their
national boundaries and have brought their protests to the global stage where issues that
concern their livelihood, environment, human rights, as well as religious, media and personal
freedoms, now have a ready global audience. To a certain degree, the anti-globalisation
movements have allowed groups, especially those from developing countries, to be heard.

Related to this concern is the reassessment of the impact of the large global corporations
and their transnational movements of capital into the developing countries. For many decades,
proponents of multinational corporations have argued for the huge gains and benefits that the
multinational corporations have brought to the developing countries and world. Today, as a
result of the anti-globalisation movements, the voices of the people from the developing
countries can be heard on the global stage. We can no longer ignore the fact that almost all the
multinational corporations and transnational corporations are exploitative in nature, exploiting
the local labour by paying very low wages, often as low as US$1 for twelve to fourteen hours
work per day. Exploitation of labour includes not only that of adult male and female workers
but often that of children as well. Multinational corporations like Nike are known to have
recruited children to work in their factories in Indonesia.

Apart from this, exploitation also includes the destruction of the livelihood of the
indigenous peoples in various developing countries. Large logging companies have engaged in
massive logging in the rainforests and have displaced indigenous populations living in the
forests. An example of this is the Penna indigenous people in Sarawak and Sabah, who were
displaced as a result of logging activities. A side effect of this is the wholesale destruction of
the rainforests, bringing about land degradation and environmental destruction of many
endangered species of animals, birds and insects.

Discharge of industrial waste into the streams and emitting pollutants into the air have also
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brought about water and air pollution that has affected the physical and mental health of the
people living in and around these industrial sites. It has now been proven that many health
problems are linked to the operations of these industries. Because of the collusion between
large industrialists and local governments, such impacts have been under-reported or not
reported at all in local print or electronic media in these developing countries. Likewise, the
Western media have also taken little interest in such issues. Many of these issues have been
reported by individual journalists who have found it either a matter of conscience to do so or
have done so from an instrumental point of view, as such stories sell well to Western
audiences. With the anti-globalisation movement, the plights of people affected by the
problems have been brought into sharper focus. In a small way, this forces local governments,
global corporations and the global population, particularly those in the Western world, to
reassess these problems.

Hong Kong as an Emerging Protest Space

Hong Kong is a great metropolis and an international city with the infrastructure essential for a
capitalist economy. It has hosted some of the world’s largest multinational and transnational
corporate groups. Through the years, it has also periodically played host to various
international economic summits and leadership meetings. As a relatively free society under
British colonial rule, there was little restriction on the types of political activities that the
people could engage in. Protests were staged on a regular basis. After decolonisation and the
return of sovereignty to mainland China, Hong Kong has become a special administrative
region of China. Under the Basic Law, Hong Kong remains autonomous and continues to
experience various forms of freedom, although fear has resulted in self-censorship in many
areas concerning the politics of the region. However, the fear of communist rule and the return
to the dark days of the Cultural Revolution have led to heightened political consciousness
among the Hong Kong people. The Tiananmen Massacre in 1989 served to remind people of an
uncertain future under communist rule.9 This has resulted in a push towards a Hong Kong
people’s identity. At the same time, the expansion of the educated middle-class Hong Kong
people has led to their greater political activity, resulting in several large-scale protest
movements in recent years.10 The April 5th Group has helped organise several successful,
large-scale, annual protest marches such as the annual candlelight vigil since 1990 in
commemoration of those killed during the Tiananmen Massacre on June 4, 1989, and the July
1st Protest March to fight for universal suffrage and democracy in Hong Kong since 2003.

Given this heightened awareness, Hong Kong is gradually emerging as a viable protest
space for the anti-globalisation protest movement. In 2001, when Hong Kong hosted the
Fortune Global Forum, it was reported that anti-globalisation activists shunned the city
because it was considered an inhospitable place where there are ‘too few kindred spirits to
feed and support visiting anti-globalisation protesters’ (Lee 2001 SCMP 5/5/2001).
Furthermore, it was reported that the protesters considered Hong Kong as lacking ‘a strong and
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non-politically affiliated local group that could support their protest action’ (Lee 2001 SCMP
5/5/2001). Months before the World Trade Organisation Sixth Ministerial Conference in Hong
Kong in December 2005, the Hong Kong Police Force started preparing for an onslaught of
anti-globalisation protesters coming to the city. It was estimated that over a hundred anti-
globalisation activists, including those from labour unions, green groups, and fishermen’s and
peasants’ groups, would arrive in Hong Kong at the end of February 2005 to draft protest plans
for this forthcoming global summit (Lai 2005 SCMP 21/2/05). Examples of those attending
were Focus on Global South, Public Services International, Greenpeace, Friends of the Earth,
the Alliance for Food Sovereignty Campaign and the International Confederation of Free Trade
Unions. However, the more radical groups, such as Global Resistance and the World
Development Movement, had no representatives during the preliminary round of meetings. The
reasons for their lack of representation were yet to be ascertained at the time. A member of a
local NGO, Mabel Au Mei-po, had indicated that they would request from the police a
blacklist of activists in order to know what groups or people had been excluded from
participating in the protests.

Some 70 local unionists, students, green activitists and social workers joined in this
meeting. The meeting, and the campaign, were being co-ordinated by the Hong Kong People’s
Alliance Against the World Trade Organisation (Lai 2005 SCMP 21/2/05). About 250 activists
around the world gathered at City University to draw up action plans to protest this ministerial
meeting (Lai 2005 SCMP 1/3/2005). The HK People’s Alliance against the WTO hoped to
stage a daily rally in Victoria Park for the duration of the summit but had not yet decided on a
route for the protest march. In conjunction with this, the Hong Kong Christian Institute would
also hold an international religious conference and hoped to attract around 200 participants.
The Institute had also stated that many of the conference participants would join the anti-
globalisation protest march (Lai 2005).

The organisers of the anti-globalisation protest march anticipated that at least 5,000
protesters from all parts of the world would gather in Hong Kong to protest the dominance of
the big corporations and the collusion between the government and these international trade
organisations (Lai 2005). While it was anticipated that there would be a large turnout of
protesters from other parts of the world, it was interesting to see how many local people
would participate in the protest. The actual number of local protesters turning out in December
would be a good indication of the extent to which Hong Kong people understand the objectives
of the anti-globalisation movement. However, irrespective of the number of local people
turning out for this protest, Hong Kong had started attracting the attention of anti-globalisation
protesters from different parts of the world. If the turnout proved to be what the organisers
expected, then we could safely say that Hong Kong had indeed turned its corner and become an
acceptable protest space for major international protest events.

Like their Western counterparts, the Hong Kong Police had also been making preparations
for this major event – stocking up on rubber bullets and sand bags – and making plans to deal
with possible outbreaks of violence (Lai 2005 SCMP 21/2/05). This was in contrast to the
organiser’s call for a peaceful protest and the rejection of the use of violence. However, the
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organisers were unable to guarantee that the protest would be free of violence. On the contrary,
they argued that violence in previous anti-globalisation movements was the result of over-
reaction by the officials and police, as was the case in Seattle (Lai 2005).

From refusal to come to Hong Kong in 2001 to full-scale participation in the 2005 anti-
globalisation protest movement, Hong Kong was now being regarded as an important
international city for the anti-globalisation protest. Hong Kong, in fact, had become an
important city of multiple spaces – not only an international convention and financial hub, but
also for protest activism. This goes hand in hand with the development of an emerging civil
society of Hong Kong.

Views from Hong Kong NGOs

While the anti-globalisation protest movement in Hong Kong was still in its nascent stage, the
WTO meeting had provided a rallying point and impetus for a considerable number of NGOs
to rally and participate in the protest activities. Like those from overseas, each NGO
interpreted the movement differently. For example, the Hong Kong Asian Human Rights
Commission viewed the anti-globalisation movement as more than just protests in big cities,
although they had also participated in such protests. The executive director, Basil Fernando,
stated that:

(…) the anti-globalisation movement is actually happening everyday in different
countries, which is more important than the protests in big meetings. We don’t care
about those protests in big meetings. What we care about is ordinary people’s daily
lives, their rights for food, medical service, education, employment.11

To Helen Te Hira, a member of the secretariat of the HK Asian Students Association (ASA),
the anti-globalisation movement was not new. She viewed globalisation as an extension of the
colonisation of earlier centuries, where lands were forcibly taken and the colonised
oppressed. One of the key roles played by ASA, which is an alliance of student associations
from 32 countries, was to bring together European student organisations and youth
organisations from the Asia Pacific to protest against the modern form of globalisation during
the Malina Summit in 1999.12 She argued that while students from countries such as the
Philippines, Thailand and Malaysia had participated more actively in the anti-globalisation
movement, only a small group of Hong Kong students seemed to care about this. Her argument
was that Hong Kong was a consumer-driven society and that this had led to many young
students focusing on job security, resulting in support for globalisation. This is in contrast to
students from countries that are based on a labouring economy.13 The ASA also worked with
the Federation of Hong Kong students, which also helped organise anti-globalisation protest
movements and protested on the local scene. For her, the youth movement played a crucial role
in the success of the anti-globalisation movement.

In an interview, May Wong, a researcher from the Hong Kong Asia Monitor Resource
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Centre, argued that globalisation did not bring much improvement to the lives of people who
were affected by it. She argued that different groups of people, including workers, joined the
anti-globalisation movement because they were negatively impacted by multinational capital.
The penetration of global capital had inched out the small retailers and shopkeepers, creating a
heightened level of resentment. This also explained the objective of the Asia Monitor Resource
Centre which champions worker’s rights. May Wong, together with other members from the
centre, had participated in the anti-globalisation protest movement during the East Asian
Summit of the World Economic Forum (WEF) in Oct 2001. She saw the summit as ‘a club of
rich people’ and expressed that:

So we think we must voice our views and opinions against the WEF. We oppose the
WEF because they don’t make decisions on global economy in a democratic way. They
failed to consult the public (…). We tried to expose the reality that many Asian people
are suffering the negative effects of globalisation – by dance, songs and music. We
invite different NGOs in Asia to the carnival, including protesters from the Philippines,
Taiwan, Japan and Korea.14

In participating in the anti-globalisation march during the World Economic Forum, Wong felt
that they had been successful in conveying their message of ‘anti-privatisation’ to the public,
while the NGO opposed the government’s plan to retrench workers to save cost. The march
had generated positive media publicity, and the message of opposition to wealth disparity and
retrenchment of workers was disseminated to the general public.15

While Wong did not oppose violent action, such as the scuffle between the protesters and
the police and military at the Seattle and Genoa anti-globalisation movements, she felt that
Hong Kong was not ready for, or tolerant of, such violence. Violence of this nature was often
attributed to a small group of troublemakers, and the media often reinforced such a stereotype
image, even though the police or the military might have started the clashes between the
protesters and the forces.16

In an interview with the Hong Kong Christian Industrial Committee (CIC), an organisation
which actively monitors China’s labour relation, the associate director, Chan Ka Wai,
emphasised the importance of fair trade and therefore, even though the NGO did not oppose
globalisation, it participated actively in the anti-globalisation protest movement in three ways.
First, it participated by joining in the protest marches. For example, CIC members joined the
march organised by the Asian People’s Solidarity Forum and People’s Action against
Globalisation of Poverty organised by the Solidarity and Resistance against Globalisation
from 27-29 October 2001.17 A second method of support was that CIC provided information
on labour issues in Hong Kong and China to other NGOs, governments, academic and
international organisations such as the UN. A third method was to conduct educational
campaigns on labour issues for local students. Members of CIC visited schools to educate
students on the exploitative nature of MNCs and working conditions in mainland China.18

Through such methods, CIC hoped to impart to the students and the general public the
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acceptable standards for working conditions and fair trading essential in a capitalist society.
In all demonstrations, Chan Ka Wai argued, there is an understanding of the rule of the

game (protest) between the demonstrators and police, and this rule varies in different countries
and that if either side does not abide by the rule, then violence will break out. Chan argued
that, in many cases, protesters have wanted to protest peacefully, but chaos has resulted when
the police began using force to disperse the protesters.19

According to Chan Beng Seng, Director of the Hong Kong-based Documentation for Action
Groups in Asia (DAGA), this NGO is a branch of the Christian Conference of Asia group, and
opposes the negative aspects of globalisation that impact on the economies of small states.
They support sustainable development. Like the other NGO members, he viewed globalisation
as a new form of colonisation and a conquest of the East by the West in the name of
civilisation.20 The group involves itself in the anti-globalisation movement by direct
participation in the protest movement, and some members had attended the World Economic
Forum in New York in March 2002. They also wrote a letter to the French president in 1995 in
protest against nuclear testing in the Pacific. Finally, through their wide Christian networks,
they encouraged religious and secular groups to campaign and protest for a more equal
world.21

One of the active NGOs in the anti-globalisation movement is the Globalisation Monitor
group. Globalisation Monitor is a Chinese language magazine set up in 1998 with the general
goal of informing people of the debates surrounding globalisation and putting a stop to social
injustice.22 The editorial board had been composed of members from the Hong Kong
Federation of Trade Unions, Organisation Pioneer and Greenpeace, before Greenpeace left the
editorial board. Apart from generating debates on globalisation, this group also played an
active role in the protest marches. They initiated and organised Solidarity and Resistance
against Globalisation to challenge the Economic Forum that met in Hong Kong in October 2001
and attracted around 500 protesters.23 In addition, Globalisation Monitor established networks
with other anti-globalisation groups throughout the world. For example, it was part of the
International Rivers Network.24

According to Tim Goodchap, Globalisation Monitor differs from other NGOs in that it
takes on a broader agenda and is interested in various issues such as labour, environment,
housing, wealth inequality and other issues related to globalisation. Apart from the big protest
movements, the magazine wants to focus on the daily struggles of the people at the bottom and
to highlight their plight.25

Among the NGOs in Hong Kong, there is thus a range of views, with some considering the
anti-globalisation protest movement as relatively successful in conveying their message to the
world and others viewing it as less successful. For example, Chan Ka Wai of the CIC rated the
AG movement at 4 (on a scale of 1-5, with 5 being the most successful) in terms of educating
the general public. Likewise, Tan Beng Seng of DAGA and Tim Goodchap of Globalisation
Monitor saw the anti-globalisation movement as having an impact on world economic
organisations. Since 1992, many of them, such as World Bank, IMF and UN, have invited
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NGOs to their meetings and have also taken into consideration various ideas from the people’s
movements.26

Views of Hong Kong Students

From April to June 2002, a standard questionnaire survey was conducted among students of the
University of Hong Kong to examine their views and understandings of the anti-globalisation
movement. Students from different faculties and all years were represented in the survey. The
questionnaire was conducted while the students were in lecture theatres prior to the start of
their regularly scheduled lectures. Permission was sought from the professors concerned to
conduct the survey. All questionnaires were collected immediately after the students had
completed them.

The University of Hong Kong student population was chosen for several reasons. First, the
principal investigator was a teacher of the university, which made it easier for her and her
research assistants to liaise with the other academics and seek permission to conduct the
survey in-class in order to ensure a high response rate. Second, the students of Hong Kong
University had become politically aware and active in the aftermath of the Tiananmen
Massacre Incident in 1989. The Pillar of Shame, a sculpture by the Danish sculptor-activist
Jens Galschiot, remains standing upright on the podium of the Haking Wong Building, which
houses the University’s Student Union. This statue has been the galvanising point and symbol
for student activists as well as other students who have championed civil liberty, freedom and
equality. Third, the University Student Union has also regularly organised campaigns and
protests championing various social and political issues in the wider Hong Kong community.
Given their heightened social and political consciousness, it was therefore appropriate to
conduct a questionnaire survey of the student population of the university. Given the financial
constraints, there was no attempt to compare the students’ responses with those of other tertiary
institutions.

Student Profile

This survey was conducted amongst the undergraduate students, the majority of whom fell into
the age range of 19-21 years old. A total of 540 female (64.4 per cent) and 298 male (35.6 per
cent) students responded to this questionnaire. Students from the Faculties of Arts, Business
and Economics, Dentistry, Education, Engineering, Law, Science and Social Sciences
responded to the survey.

Knowledge of the Anti-Globalisation Movement

Among the students surveyed, 96 per cent had not joined a social action group or an NGO. In
regard to their knowledge of the anti-globalisation movement, about 68 per cent of the students
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were unaware of the 2002 Barcelona protest, and 71 per cent were unaware of the 2001 Genoa
protest. About half (48.5 per cent) were aware of the 1999 Seattle protest. Of all surveyed, 49
per cent were aware that these protests were part of the anti-globalisation movement.

Students also had medium-level awareness that the anti-globalisation movement attracted
different social, religious and political groups to participate in the protests. Some 54 per cent
were aware of the involvement of environmental groups in the protest, and 41 per cent were
aware of trade union participation, 50 per cent were aware of actual worker participation, 61
per cent were aware of human rights groups’ involvement, and 56 per cent were aware of
student involvement. Also, 51 per cent of students stated that these protesters were socialist in
orientation, while 35 per cent felt that the protesters were people with a moral conscience.
Over 70 per cent of the students were aware that the anti-globalisation movement was a
movement fighting against wealth inequality, and 57 per cent agreed that it was a fight against
labour exploitation, including child labour. Hence, a high percentage – 54 per cent – realised
that it was a fight also against big multinational corporations, and 68 per cent were aware of
its fight against global capitalism. Some 44 per cent also understood it as a fight to eliminate
Third World debt, and 64 per cent saw it as a movement to champion human rights and human
dignity.

While the students seemed to have a good grasp of what the anti-globalisation movement
stood for, they remained passive towards participation. Some 80 per cent stated that they
would not participate in the anti-globalisation protests when given an opportunity to do so; 20
per cent replied that they would. However, 81 per cent of the students said that they would
become proactive and participate in protest movements against the exploitation of labour,
including child labour; 45 per cent would protest human cloning and genetic engineering.
About 40 per cent would fight against big multinational corporations and global capitalism,
and 59 per cent would call for the elimination of Third World debts. Likewise, 79 per cent
would protest for a cleaner and greener environment, and 84 per cent would join the protests
for human rights and human dignity. A total of 81 per cent of the students supported a peaceful
protest and demonstration, while 83 per cent were against a movement that had any form of
violence in demonstrations. Up to 94 per cent were against violent forms of demonstrations. In
terms of police force and brutality, 65 per cent were against the use of force and treatment of
the protesters by the police and military. Some 90 per cent opposed the use of military power
against these civilian protesters, and 71 per cent were against the arrest of protesters by the
police or military personnel; 93 per cent were against police shooting at the protesters, while
81 per cent supported the need for peaceful negotiation.

Given the fact that they generally tended not to be proactive, it is not surprising that they
generally did not encourage their friends and family members to participate in this protest
movement. Only 36 per cent mentioned that they would encourage their friends, and 36 per cent
would encourage fellow students to join the movement, while only 11 per cent would
encourage family members to do so. Likewise, only 37 per cent would encourage the general
public to participate in the movement.

If the anti-globalisation movement were to hold events in Hong Kong, only 30 per cent
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would participate in protests, while 81 per cent said that they would participate as observers.
Around 58 per cent said they would be happy to become ‘behind the scene’ supporters.
However, only 19 per cent said they would be street protesters.

In terms of the success of the anti-globalisation movement in transmitting its objectives to
the general public, 72 per cent said the movement had increased public awareness of the
various issues relating to human rights, religious freedom, better environment, labour
exploitation, etc. However, despite this, 71 per cent said the anti-globalisation protests did not
manage to change corporate attitudes towards the above issues. Likewise, 74 per cent did not
think that the movement had changed the attitudes of the international organisations such as the
WTO, EU and G8, while 71 per cent thought it had not changed the governments’ attitudes.

Rhetoric vis-à-vis Action: Anti-Globalisation Protests in Hong Kong

The test case for Hong Kong as an emerging protest space was seen when it hosted the six-day
World Trade Organisation Sixth Ministerial Conference in Hong Kong from 13-18 December
2005, when protesters from all parts of the world, including France, Korea, America, Italy and
Southeast Asian countries, converged to voice their views on anti-globalisation and other
issues. Some 9,000 police were deployed to ensure law and order and to deal with outbreaks
of violence (SCMP 12/12/05: 1). After much hype about the fear of violence, the first day of
the WTO meeting started in a celebratory mood, with many of the protesters dressed up in
colourful and fanciful costumes to protest for a variety of issues including free trade, fair trade,
anti-globalisation, the environment and human rights. There were international and local
protesters from the trade unions of various Asian countries and from NGOs. In Hong Kong,
some of the NGOs that participated in the protest included Greenpeace, Oxfam, the Hong Kong
People’s Alliance on WTO (which was an umbrella body of 34 Hong Kong-based NGOs that
included trade unions such as the Community Care and Nursing Home Workers General Union,
Construction Site Workers General Union and Filipino Domestic Helpers General Union), the
Hong Kong People’s Council for Sustainable Development, the labour unions and religious
groups (SCMP 13/12/06 WTO Supplement). There were also women’s groups, gay groups,
human rights groups and environmental groups taking part in the protest to fight for their varied
causes. It was estimated that around 4,000 protesters turned up during the first day (SCMP
12/12/05: 1).

As the WTO meeting progressed through the six days, violence eventually broke out when
Korean farmers took centre stage with their demands against free trade, which they argued
would jeopardise the livelihood and the economy of the agrarian sector, an argument echoed by
other groups of protesters including those from France, Africa and Latin America, and
fishermen from Southeast Asia. As the protesters marched from Victoria Park to the Hong Kong
Convention and Exhibition Centre and attempted to break through the physical barricade
erected by the Hong Kong police as well as the police lines, scuffles broke out, resulting in
violence, with the police officers using batons and pepper spray in an attempt to disperse the
crowds of protesters. The increasing confrontations between the protesters, in particular the
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well-organised Koreans and the police, resulted in injuries and arrests and became the talk of
the town and the media, with the latter describing the confrontations in lurid detail, together
with photographic details of the protest. These events also caught the imagination of the
general public, with some supporting the actions of the protesters while others spoke openly
against the disruption caused as a result of the protest actions. Those who spoke in support
understood the effects of globalisation and the widening wealth gap between the wealthy
countries and corporations and the poorer countries and their citizens; while those who spoke
against the actions were upset because of the disruption and the inconvenience of the protest,
including traffic congestion, the extra time needed to commute and the loss of business.

It is important to note that, in the run up to the WTO meeting, the Government had taken
upon itself the role of promoter of free trade and globalisation and had advertised in the local
media to push for the idea of free trade as beneficial to the Hong Kong economy. At the same
time, the local print media, such as the South China Morning Post, ran a six-day special
conference supplement on the theme ‘WTO in Hong Kong’, providing detailed information on
how globalisation had and would impact farming communities from Asia to Africa and beyond,
and how continued subsidies given by rich countries to their own farmers created an uneven
playing field on which the poor farmers in the less developing countries had been pushed to the
brink of starvation. Topical issues such as the impact on cotton and coffee growers in Africa
were discussed to enable the general public to understand the need for fair trade instead of
exploitation of these growers in the developing countries. Likewise, the Chinese language
newspapers, such as Ming Pao, Oriental Daily and Apple Daily, also gave extensive
coverage. The pro-China Hong Kong newspapers, however, were more restrained in their
reporting.

Both local NGO groups and the general public were caught up with this protest march, very
much reminiscent of protest marches during the various political crises that Hong Kong had
experienced in recent years, such as the June 4th candlelight vigil and the July 1st Protest
March, which pointed to issues related to political sovereignty and human rights. The general
public simply wanted to get on with their livelihood after a prolonged economic meltdown that
had put Hong Kong unemployment at an all-time high. Many empathised with the protesters,
especially the 1,500 Korean farmers who came to protest precisely to protect their livelihood,
destroyed by free trade and globalisation. Students too came to support these protesters, and
some even organised a hunger strike to express their discontent over the WTO’s push for free
trade that supported the wealthy countries and big conglomerates and destroyed the poor
countries and their people, who were trapped in a vicious cycle of poverty that they were
unable to get out of (SCMP 17/12/05: A4).

Some Analysis

In Imperial China, the Chinese were not encouraged to become politically aware. Those who
were politically active assumed the status of rebels or revolutionaries and were persecuted by
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the Imperial authority. The only people who could legitimately become politically active were
members of the Mandarinate, and they had to abide by the bureaucratic rules found within the
Mandarinate structure. The bulk of the masses went about their daily routine by being obedient
subjects of the dynastic throne, but there were rebels who protested the imperial bureaucracy
and contested to overthrow it whenever the centre was weak.

From the nineteenth century through to the twenty-first century, with the various waves of
migration, Chinese have settled in a diaspora. As they became citizens of their chosen
countries, Chinese throughout the world are known to have consciously shied away from
politics and political actions, as in Malaysia and Indonesia where they controlled over 70 per
cent of the economic wealth. In most cases, they focused on economic pursuits and wealth
attainment, and the success of an individual and a family was, and is still today, measured in
those terms. In Western countries, local Chinese are often held up as ‘model citizens’, with
their hard work and lack of political curiosity ensuring that their energies are channelled into
the pursuit of professional and business (including ethnic entrepreneurial) skills. It is only in
recent years that we are beginning to see a change in this attitude, as a small handful of Chinese
are beginning to step into the political forefront. However, they continue to be few and far in
between.

The Chinese in Hong Kong had not been politically active for a variety of reasons. For 150
years, Hong Kong was ruled as a British colony, and the British administration did not
encourage the Chinese to become politically conscious, let alone active. Only a very small
number of the Hong Kong elite were inducted into the colonial administration, and they served
the British colonial administration rather than the Hong Kong Chinese. Indeed, the Hong Kong
Chinese were encouraged to pursue economic wealth instead of politics. However, there were
several occasions in modern Hong Kong history when Hong Kong people protested against the
British administration. One of them was the 1967 Trade Union Protest movement. The protest
attracted a large number of workers and resulted in a crisis situation. The protest was quickly
put down with heavy-handed measures by the British administration. After that, the British
colonial government kept a tight rein on the political development of Hong Kong and did not
permit protest movements to take place. Furthermore, in encouraging the pursuit of wealth, the
British colonial government downplayed the creation of a local identity.

It is against this background that we can try to understand the Hong Kong students’
responses to the anti-globalisation movement. It is possible to group the responses of the
students into three categories: 1) the students’ understanding of the moral ethical issues found
within Chinese society; 2) their understanding of the Hong Kong political environment; and 3)
their understanding of the demands of the capitalist system.

1    Students’ understanding of the moral ethical issues found within Chinese society

From our survey, we found that students tended to adopt a positive attitude towards
championing various causes that affect the livelihood and the welfare of the people. Hence, we
found that there was a high level of support for anti-globalisation in the area of championing
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human rights, human dignity, wealth equality and the fight against domination by big
multinational corporations. There was also a high level of opposition to genetic engineering
and human cloning. Students’ understanding of these issues could be seen as having come from
their Confucian-based upbringings and their religious upbringings, as well as from the colonial
education that emphasised equality, fairness, human rights and freedom. The emphasis on
equality and fairness could later be seen when students from the University of Hong Kong and
other tertiary institutions participated in the protest march against the WTO meeting, with some
staging a hunger strike in support of the Korean farmers.

2    Students’ understanding of the Hong Kong political environment
Hong Kong students also had a high level of awareness when it came to championing human
rights and freedom. A large number, over 80 per cent of them, indicated that they were willing
to join the anti-globalisation protest movement championing human rights and freedom. Apart
from the anti-globalisation protest, another indicator here was the large turnout of students
during the July 1st Protest Movement. This heightened sense of awareness can be attributed to
two main factors. First, towards the end of colonial rule, the colonial governor, Chris Patten,
put in place bureaucratic structures that encouraged political activities in Hong Kong. This
political development led to a heightened consciousness and active participation in the
political arena, particularly in the areas of human rights, democratisation and freedom. A
second reason could be attributed to Hong Kong people’s fear of communism in general, and
this increased after the Tiananmen incident of 1989. Hong Kong people had no confidence in
the Basic Law and the implementation of the ‘One Country, Two Systems’ policy. In this
regard, those who were able to do so voted with their feet and chose to migrate to foreign
countries. Many of those who re-immigrated back to Hong Kong did so after obtaining foreign
passports. There were also many who had no social, economic or political capital to migrate
and so remained in Hong Kong. The fear of these Hong Kong people, as well as of those who
had foreign passports, pushed them to become proactive to determine the fate of Hong Kong, a
place they called home. These were the people, many old and young, who would fight for
democracy, freedom and human rights whenever they were called to demonstrate their Western
liberal values.

Likewise, a large percentage of the students said they did not support the use of violence
and force against the protesters by the police force or the military. Over 90 per cent said that
military force should never be used against peaceful protesters. They also expressed their
desires to have peaceful protests and their hope that anti-globalisation as well as other protests
should be non-violent.

It is possible to argue that decolonisation and the return of sovereignty to China have
created fear and uncertainty among the Hong Kong people. This is especially so among the
younger generation. As reflected in our survey, young people from 19 to 21 years old are most
vocal in how they feel about the political situation and their needs to support and participate in
protests for democracy, freedom and human rights.
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3    Understanding the demands of the capitalist system
A counter-argument against the anti-globalisation protest movement is that globalisation and
capitalism are important for the development of a country. Neo-liberal economic critics argue
that without global capitalism, the poorer countries would not be able to develop rapidly and
would be pushed further into poverty. Likewise, in Hong Kong, there is no shortage of neo-
liberal economic critics. Many Hong Kong people, both the rich tycoons and a large sector of
the local population, continue to uphold this neo-liberal economic view and subscribe to the
ideology of global capitalism. One common argument is that Hong Kong society needs global
capitalism to propel it to a higher level of economic development. Since the early 1970s, the
benefits of the capitalist system have enabled Hong Kong, along with the other newly
industrialised countries, to progress rapidly and attain a developed and industrialised status.
Hence, a fight against globalisation would represent a step backward. This neo-liberal
economic perspective argues that for cities like Hong Kong and Singapore, which are service-
oriented and hi-tech-oriented economies, global capitalism is especially significant as it
provides employment for their people.

Such an argument found a ready audience among a large section of the younger population
in Hong Kong whose primary concern was to find a good job with a high salary and then to
lead a middle-class lifestyle. Among the Hong Kong tertiary students this is an ubiquitous
view, with only a very small group of students expressing alternative views. As the survey
showed, 80 per cent of the students said they would not participate in the anti-globalisation
movement against global capitalism but would participate for other causes such as exploitation
against labour, environment, gender equality and other social issues.

Thus, when it comes to labour exploitation, child labour exploitation and other forms of
economic exploitation that come with global capitalism, over half of the students were more
willing to protest. Thus, it is possible to argue that, with a higher level of education and an
understanding of the socio-economics of the Hong Kong society, together with a higher level of
political awareness, an emerging group of students with a social conscience is supportive of
protest movements that fight for justice and wealth equality for all. This was amply
demonstrated during the WTO meeting here as the voices and actions of these students and
their peers could be heard and seen.

In any protest movement, the measure of success is highly dependent on two factors: first,
the extent to which the message is successfully transmitted to the general public, the
government and those concerned; second, the turnout rate, which is a good indicator of the
discontent of people with the norm. In our survey, we found that the general student body was
reluctant to become part of the anti-globalisation protest movement, and many also would not
encourage others to participate in the protest. Only 30 per cent expressed a willingness to
march, while 50 per cent expressed that they were happy to help behind the scenes. In this
sense, one can argue that the anti-globalisation movement was moderately successful, as there
was a high level of awareness of the objective of the movement. However, the lack of
participation also exposed the weakness of the movement. One possible reason may have been
its relatively loose structure, with a lack of central co-ordination for the various social,
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economic and political groups that attended the marches. A second reason was the relative
nascence of the civil movement that had emerged in tandem with the emergence of civil society
in Hong Kong, which had yet to arouse political activism among the population.

Concluding Remarks: Emerging Civil Society and Protest Space

At the dawn of the twenty-first century, as Hong Kong moves into a new phase of social and
political development, Hong Kong people have become more politicised and aware of various
issues that concern their own welfare and the welfare of Hong Kong society in general.
Specifically, they have become concerned about the democratic ideals and universal suffrage
of a free society; and about human rights and freedom of speech, religious practice and sexual
orientations – to name a few issues. They are also increasingly concerned about the
environment, the rights of various social groups – namely, women, children, the elderly and the
less privileged sector of the population. Furthermore, they are also becoming more concerned
about the widening gap between the wealthy and the poor. The WTO meeting in Hong Kong
demonstrated that Hong Kong people are gradually waking up to the great discrepancy between
the wealthy and the poor countries and between the rich and poor both in China and Hong Kong
itself, the exploitative nature of the big corporations and the impact of globalisation on all
countries. They are also beginning to realise that they are not immune to globalisation. They
also need to realise that while Hong Kong and its people might benefit economically from
globalisation, this benefit is derived from the exploitation of the poor growers and workers of
the less developed countries by the big corporations. While it is true to say that many still lack
a social consciousness, the WTO meeting revealed an emerging group of Hong Kong people,
including students, who are socially conscious and active. In this regard, what we are
witnessing is the emergence of a civil society in which people understand the significance of
protest action as a strategy to articulate their social consciousness and their demands. In short,
we are witnessing an emergence of a protest ideology, culminating in the creation of a protest
space for such actions to be enacted in the public sphere. Such a development is possible as a
result of the rising educational standard of the masses and of the free press and the Internet,
which not only provide the masses with knowledge but, at the same time, allow them further
interaction.

Among those people who are most concerned about the various aspects of development of
Hong Kong society are the members of NGOs, the workers and the students. They serve as the
conscience of the people of Hong Kong, fighting for a variety of causes. As the anti-
globalisation protest movement has shown, they fight for causes that affect the general welfare
of the population as well as those that affect broader environmental and global issues, not only
locally but transnationally. The six-day protests co-ordinated by Hong Kong NGOs and
participated in by protesters from all over the world demonstrated that such actions had
become firmly entrenched in the political culture of Hong Kong citizens. They stand as an
important testimony to the Hong Kong people and the world that Hong Kong has matured into a
socially conscious society and is able to take on global challenges. It also demonstrated to its
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own people and the rest of the world that Hong Kong has become an important protest space on
a global stage.

A discussion of the anti-globalisation movement in Hong Kong would not be complete
without mentioning its relationship with mainland China. Hong Kong is a special
administrative region of China, but while some NGOs in China have actively worked to raise
awareness of the exploitative working conditions of workers in factories throughout China,
there was a noticeable absence of mainland Chinese activists in the December 2005 anti-
globalisation movement in Hong Kong. Why is this so, given the fact that China’s entry into the
WTO and its impact on China’s economic development and globalisation have greatly affected
all walks of life? Furthermore, as attested in other chapters, there has been an increase in the
number of protests by Chinese farmers, workers from state-owned enterprises, women, etc., all
of whom have been strongly affected by globalisation as a result of loss of markets, loss of
income and/or loss of social status. While it is easy to dismiss this by the fact that the
authoritarian Chinese State had prevented the activists from moving across the border to lend
their voices and actions to the anticipated violent protests, along with media blackouts on the
mainland, one might also suppose that there had been some kind of cross-border collaboration
at the administrative level to stop activists from coming to join this protest movement by
simply refusing to issue them visas; after all, a French activist was detained at the airport for a
day while the French Consulate-General in Hong Kong negotiated his entry into Hong Kong.

Another related issue is the rise of a transnational civil society. Since Hong Kong has been
accorded special administrative region status, its populace continues to see itself as deeply
rooted in the Hong Kong society and embraces a heightened sense of identity as Hong Kong
people, ‘heunggong yan’ (xianggang ren) in Cantonese. This heightened sense of Hong Kong
people’s identity has strengthened since 1997 and is reflected in their readiness to take to the
streets to express it. In addition, a transnational civil society has arisen that crosses political
boundaries, where collective identities based on similar ideological orientations bind groups
of people together – an interesting variation of the case of the ‘imagined community’ of the
nation described by Anderson (1983). Thus, it is possible to argue that, in this sense, Hong
Kong has inched its way into the transnational civil society. Could Hong Kong serve as an
example for mainland China to emulate? To what extent would the relationship between Hong
Kong and China, and Hong Kong and mainland Chinese activists, exert mutual influence and
mutual learning experience between these players that would enhance trans-border
collaboration and result in China, too, becoming part of transnational civil society? Only time
will tell. For now, China remains at the periphery of a transnational civil community.

Postscript

In 2007, the safety of ‘Made in China’ toy products came into question as a result of the
discovery of a high lead content in the paint used on toy products, and in September 2008,
‘Made in China’ food products, namely the tainted milk powder and the related products that
contained high levels of melamine, had put China squarely on the global stage. Underlying such
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problems is the moral bankruptcy and greed of the capitalists for high profit without
consideration of the well-being of the consumers.

Such incidents led to mainland parents gathering spontaneously to protest and to demand
actions for such shoddy and irresponsible acts. Likewise, in Hong Kong, the media was
instrumental in putting this piece of news at the forefront and forcing the Hong Kong
government to act on this. As people’s voices were heard, the mainland central government too
was forced to act rapidly to punish those who were involved in this and to assure its people as
well as the global community of its intention to clear up the food industry. Yet at the same time,
restrictions were placed on the state-owned media to moderate their reporting of such
incidences.

There was some information sharing and collaboration between the governments across the
border. While there are small-scale actions on both sides, people have yet to unite to protest
against the big capitalists in a concerted manner. Until they are able to do so, China will
remain at the fringe of the anti-globalisation movement.
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